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ABSTRACT

The research benchmarks the profitability derivatives of labour cost of boatyards for a sustainable coastal environment in Nigeria so as to proffer solutions towards ameliorating wage increase agitations by workers of boatyards. Using the Linear Programming (LP) approach applied to the extracted information on selling price of various boat types and the cost of materials available in the records of the selected boat yard, a model is formulated and solved to attain optimality for the boat types modeled. The findings reveal that boat yards in the area could produce 6 units of the Nineteen Capacity Passenger Boat (NCPB), 1 unit of the Twenty three Capacity Passenger Boat (TCPB) and 0 unit of the Twenty three Carrier Boat (TCCB) in order to attain an optimal profit of N1, 098,000. 00 per unit boat built. The research impact would be that boat building firms within the coastal environment may enjoy profit margins up to N386, 000. 00 when compared to the previous firm’s total profit of N712, 000.00. This is supported by the sensitivity analysis that reveals that increased labour cost has no significant effect on the profit margin of the firm. This justifies the increased wage agitation by workers which could be considered by the firm’s management. The practical impact would be felt on the overall productivity of the boat yard as there is a maximized profit margin and minimized wastage of component materials in the boat building process. The firms would concentrate on the production of the NCPB and TCPB against the production of TCCB because the agrarian and coastal nature of the Niger delta pre supposes a push in the demand for passenger transportation against heavy cargo transportation which is costly and left in the hands of few wealthy and Multinational companies that could afford heavy building construction as well as industrial plants. It is further recommended that boatyards within the coastal environment and Niger delta should leverage on this benchmark to continuously embark on profit maximization while reducing wastage of component materials and cost as low as possible which ultimately would lead to a sustainable coastal environment in respect of small craft design.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Profit maximization is the goal of every business venture. Profitability therefore is a derivative of well thought ideas executed through a sound managerial skills and blend with optimal components in production process, at reduced production cost and material wastage which ultimately leads to a marketable product. It is not out of place to assert that the building process of Boats is becoming increasingly complex as more subsystems of approaches are being considered and the various components of production processes are taken into consideration to improving not only local but small and medium scale production of Boats at an improved production mix. This may reduce costs associated with the production processes. This paper tends to address the problem of wastages in material allocation of the raw material resources in the production process in the manufacturing of marine Boats. Some Boat Building firms situated within the coastal areas and the Niger delta were used as a case study due to inconsistencies in profit margins of the boat building firms and to address workers agitations for improved wages. Several optimization models, including linear programming, have been applied to the product mix selection problem. Since its development, Linear programming (LP) theory and related solution techniques have been widely extended and used as an optimization tool in a variety of problem areas including the production planning and product mix selection areas. [1], posits that many other optimization decisions can be well solved by modern linear programming modeling procedures via appropriate problem formulation and equation fittings. In furthermore, [2] gives an insight into the technical background as well as practical applications of the new regulation for structural optimization with respect to the impact on the marine industry. The study also reveals applicability extending up to 24 meter load line with the use
of finite element methods. In the same vein, [3] adopted Bifilar yaw moment measurement in the construction of sailing boats which presupposes accurate measurement of the length, l and spacing, 2d of the suspension and of T_y, the period of yaw oscillation. [4] propose the modeling and control of a tethered kite in dynamic flight which attempts to provide ships with an alternative green energy source by designing an auto-pilot to control a kite that can generate enough power to tow a ship. This would hence provide ships with an alternative green energy options. However, [5] explains that decision-making in product mix selection could be difficult due to large number of possibilities involved, implying that resource limitation could make decision difficult to meet customer demand and hence reduce the opportunity to earn profits. To this end, some critical questions would guide the analysis and discussion in this research: To what extent would material mix for the production of each boat attain optimal profit? What is the effect of wage increase on the firm’s profit margin? In the light of the above, this study attempts the application of linear programming Techniques to the manufacturing of Marine Boats using indigenous available resources in order to maximize the profit within the aforementioned constraints so as to minimize cost and wastage of materials; hence more profitability derivatives achieved by the firm. The Specific Objectives include: To attain the optimal profit level with materials mix and labour that reduces wastage and cost in the boatyard. To reveal the effect of wage increase of the workers on the firm’s profit margin.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Conceptual Review

Resource scarcity is a major constraint in any firm’s decision regarding optimal products mix as well as profit maximization [6]. They affirm that many other optimization decisions could be well handled by modern linear programming modeling procedures via appropriate problem formulation and equation fittings. In a related study, [5] posits that the decision-making in product mix selection is difficult due to large number of possibilities involved which included the limitation of resource capacities that further makes it difficult to meet customer demand and hence reduces the opportunity to earn profits. Thus several optimization models, including linear programming, have been applied to the product mix selection problem. Hence, [7] refer to linear programming as a ‘single objective constrained optimization technique’ which seeks a single objective of either minimizing or maximizing unknown variables in a model.

B. Theoretical Review

In line with this and in an earlier study, [8] argue that linear programming deals with linear optimization of a function of variables known as objective function subject to set of linear equations and/or inequalities known as constraints. They assert that the objective function may be profit, cost, production capacity or any other measure of effectiveness which is to be obtained in the best possible or optimal manner. The constraints may be imposed by different resources such as market demand, production process and equipment storage capacity, raw material availability etc.

In furtherance, [9] affirms that linear programming is of great use in making business decision because it helps in measuring complex economic relations and thereby, provides an optimum solution to the problem of resource allocation and thus, bridges the gap between abstract economic theories and managerial decision-making. This theory was applied to the marketing strategy of New Energy Vehicles in SL company and thus provides better suggestions for enterprise managers for the promotion a larger market share for the new energy automobile enterprise.

C. Empirical Review

Corroborating this view, [10] had earlier on given the general specification of the linear programming model by obtaining solutions of Linear Programming Problems by the segmentation of the cuboidal response surface through the Convergent Line series methodologies and later on, [11] applied optimization techniques in pushing native shipping industrial integration as an important route to posses the advantages of the scale economy, in order to foster the leading enterprise.

III. Materials And Methods

A. Sources of Data

Data required for this study were collected from secondary sources. Secondary source of data was a survey of existing documents and published materials relating to the operations of the sampled boatyards. The data set used for this work was collected as extract from their records on the production of the three boat types: the Nineteen Capacity Passenger Utility Speed boat (NCPB), Twenty three Capacity Passenger Utility Speed boat (TCPB) and Twenty three Capacity Carrier boats (TCCB) respectively.

B. Method of Data Analysis and Modeling

In order to provide empirical answers to the research questions, the Linear programming technique is applied by the use of Excel Solver for windows software for the analysis. The marketing approach of the company is to ensure a relative optimization in the selling price and profit per unit purchase of each boat to users, government agencies and companies on demand. This design is to encourage wholesale (large purchases of boats for the Maritime transportation of goods and passengers) of the marine boats for increased profitability.

C. Variable Definitions

The generalized variables form for linear programming problem is stated as:

Maximize \( Z= a_{11} X_1 + a_{12} X_2 + a_{13} X_3 \) \( \leq r_1 \) \( (1) \)

Subject to

\( a_{21} X_1 + a_{22} X_2 + a_{23} X_3 \) \( \leq r_2 \) \( (2) \)
\( a_{31} X_1 + a_{32} X_2 + a_{33} X_3 \) \( \leq r_3 \) \( (3) \)
\( a_{41} X_1 + a_{42} X_2 + a_{43} X_3 \) \( \leq r_4 \) \( (4) \)
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where $X_1, X_2, X_3, \ldots X_n \geq 0$

Then $c_t$ and $t_t$ are given constraints, the variables $X_1, X_2, X_3, \ldots X_n$ are called decision variables. The problem is to find the values of the decision of the ($X_1, X_2, X_3, \ldots X_n$) which maximize the objective decision variables or which maximizes the objective function in order to produce the optimal solution. This procedure is called the simplex Algorithm where:

$Z = \text{total profit contribution of the various products of the company for the period.}$

$C_i = \text{profit contribution coefficient i.e the numeric values that express the per unit contribution to the profit equation.}$

$X_1 \ldots X_n = \text{the set of unknown we are seeking to determine i.e the various products (boats) produced by company}$

$a = \text{technological coefficients i.e. the numeric value that expresses the per unit usage of the right hand size}$

$t_1 \ldots t_n = \text{the resources value that we seek to utilize in the production.}$

$t = \text{the maximum labour time available for the production period in the yard}$

$t_1 \ldots t_6 = \text{the labour time required to produce one unit of the various products of the boatyard.}$

$D. \text{ Decision Variables}$

$X_1 = \text{the quantity of Nineteen Capacity Passenger Boat (NCPB) to be Produced}$

$X_2 = \text{the quantity of Twenty three Capacity Passenger Boat (TCPB) to be Produced}$

$X_3 = \text{the quantity of Twenty three Capacity Carrier Boat (TCCB) to be Produced}$

The Profit Contribution coefficient given as the numerical values that express the per unit contribution to the profit equation are stated as:

$P_1 = \text{the average net contribution by one unit of Nineteen Capacity Passenger Boat (NCPB).}$

$P_2 = \text{the average net contribution by one unit of Twenty three Capacity Passenger Boat (TCPB).}$

$P_3 = \text{the average net contribution by one unit of Twenty three Capacity Carrier Boat (TCCB).}$

$E. \text{ Model Formulation}$

In the model, technological coefficients represent the numerical values that expresses per unit usage of the various raw materials in the production of the various products.

$C_1 = \text{Cost of laminating and fitting materials in producing one unit of Nineteen Capacity Passenger Boat (NCPB).}$

$C_2 = \text{Cost of woven materials in producing one unit of Twenty three Capacity Passenger Boat (TCPB).}$

$C_3 = \text{Cost of laminating materials and fitting in producing one unit of Twenty three Capacity Carrier Boat (TCCB).}$

Labour time here represents the time needed to produce one unit of the various products of boat construction as follows:

$t_1 = \text{the labour time in hours needed to produce one unit of Nineteen Capacity Passenger Boat (NCPB).}$

$t_2 = \text{the labour time in hours needed to produce one unit of Twenty three Capacity Passenger Boat (TCPB).}$

$t_3 = \text{the labour time required to produce a unit of Twenty three Capacity Carrier Boat (TCCB).}$

$T = \text{Maximum labour time available for the production.}$

These represent the resources values that we seek to be fully utilized. For instance,

$C_4 = \text{the amount of money available within the production period for the purchase of laminating and fitting}$

$C_5 = \text{the amount of money available for the purchase of woven}$

$C_6 = \text{the amount of money available for the purchase of resin}$

$B_1 = \text{the amount of money available for the purchase of catalyst}$

$B_2 = \text{the amount of money available for the purchase of Pigment.}$

$B_3 = \text{the amount of money available for the purchase of Accelerator.}$

$B_4 = \text{the amount of money available for the purchase of Clear gel.}$

$B_5 = \text{the average amount of money available for wages.}$

### Table I: Summary of Variables Relationship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boat Model</th>
<th>NCPB</th>
<th>TCPB</th>
<th>TCCB</th>
<th>Available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Fabricating</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Woven</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Resin</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Catalyst</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Clear gel</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Labour constraint</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Time constraint</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: TUWASCO Marine and Boat Building Company

### Table II: Unit Profit Contribution by Boat Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boats</th>
<th>Production cost</th>
<th>Selling price per boat</th>
<th>Profit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19PU</td>
<td>309,800</td>
<td>450,000</td>
<td>140,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23Pu</td>
<td>493,200</td>
<td>750,000</td>
<td>256,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23C</td>
<td>685,000</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>315,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Computation based on field work in [11]

The linear programming model for the boat building is formulated thus:

Maximize $140,200x_1 + 256,000x_2 + 315,800x_3$

Subject to: raw material and labour constraints

Fabricating materials $400x_1 + 600x_2 + 50x_3 \leq 300$ (8)

Woven Material $25x_1 + 50x_2 + 60x_3 \leq 200$ (10)

Resin $110x_1 + 220x_2 + 330x_3 \leq 1000$ (11)
Catalyst \[ 5X_1 + 10X_2 + 15X_3 \leq 200 \] (12)

Pigment \[ 3X_1 + 3X_2 + 4X_3 \leq 40 \] (13)

Accelerator \[ 2X_1 + 3X_2 + 5X_3 \leq 30 \] (14)

Clear gel \[ 20X_1 + 22X_2 + 40X_3 \leq 200 \] (15)

Labour \[ 20,000X_1 + 36,000X_2 + 40,000X_3 \leq 300,000 \] (16)

\[ X_1, X_2, X_3, \ldots, X_n \geq 0 \] (17)

IV. RESULTS

The following results are presented and analyzed thus to attempt an answer to the earlier research questions for this study.

The model produced an optimal solution satisfying all the optimality conditions for the Boat Building company. Results reveal that 6 units of the Nineteen Capacity Persenger Boat (NCPB) should be produced, 1 unit of the Twenty three Capacity Passenger Boat (TCPB) should be produced and no unit of the Twenty three Capacity Carrier Boat (TCCB) should be produced with a total objective function of N1,098,000.

On the other hand, fabricating/laminating constraints and the woven constraints have a slack of Zero (binding constraints) in that they both satisfy the optimality conditions. The implication is the possibility of acquiring more of the Fabricating/laminating materials and the woven materials for an improved objective function. Other constraints like the Resin, accelerator, catalyst, pigments, labour and clear gel did not satisfy the optimality of the LP and such are regarded as loose or non binding constraints. These are constraints in the LP whose changes do not affect the optimal solution. Non binding constraints have a shadow price of zero.

A. Sensitivity Analysis

The labour cost of was doubled in the Tuwasco Marine and Boat building Model. Specifically, the labour cost for producing the Nineteen Capacity Passenger Boat (NCPB) was increased from N20,000.00 for two staff to N40,000.00 and from N36,000.00 to N72,000.00 for the Twenty three Capacity Passenger utility boat (TCPB), and from N40,000.00 to N80,000.00 for the building of the Twenty three Carrier Boat (TCCB) due to agitation for increased wages. The result shows a corresponding effect on the objective function of the Company. The implication is that even at increased labour cost to the company arising from wages, there was no significant effect/change on the objective function of the boat building model. This addresses staff agitation for improved and increased wages.

One of the key component material needed for the production of boat- resin- was reduced by half, for the Nineteen Capacity Passenger boat that is from 110 units to 55 units and for the Twenty three Capacity Passenger utility boat, it was reduced from 220 units to 110 units. Then for the 23 Capacity Carrier boat it was reduced from 330 units to 165 units, and optimality was attained satisfying all the constraints with the following outcome.

The total optimized profit increased from N1,098,000.00 to N1,199,454.55 with boat producing capacity of 3 for the Nineteen Capacity Passenger Boat and 3 for the Twenty three Capacity passenger Boat and none for the Twenty three Capacity Passenger Boat as well. The fabricating and laminating constraints and resin constraints became binding constraints. This implies a surplus material mix on resin, thus reducing wastages as other constraints were not binding.

V. DISCUSSION

Solution of the LP offered by the software as shown in the figure 1, gives optimal profit level of the company to be N1,098,000.00 as against its former profit level of N721,000.00. This results in a profit improvement of N377,000.00 meaning that, for optimal profit operations, Boat Building firms in the coastal areas of Niger delta...
should keep profit level of N1,098,000.00 based on the available resources. This study, having produced a mathematical model that attained optimal solution by maximizing the total profit of the company, falls in line with the work of [12] that applied a simulation approach to designing Sails against an earlier experimental approach, and thus presents a solver that couples CFD and FEM in order to compute a deformed sail shape with the resulting thrust.

The optimal solution for the boatyard as derived from the model developed is given as: NCPB $x_1 = 6$ boats, TCPB $x_2 = 1$ boat, TCCB$x_3 = 0$ with an improved objective function of N1,098,000. This implies that the company should concentrate its resources to the production of six (6) NCPB and one (1) TCPB model and no resources should be plunged on the production of TCCB except on special demand. This is related to the work of [13] which evaluated the scaling up, performance and safety of the Philippine indigenous outrigger boat, and reports that the boats vary in size from 4 meter single crew paddle boats to large 50 meter fishing vessels and passenger ferry boats.

For each constraint the shadow prices reveal exactly how much the objective function will change with a change in the right hand side of the corresponding constraint equation. For example, in the fabricating constraint equation, the optimality range is between 320 and 240 respectively while the objective function would be exactly 1180 (i.e. given a change in the right hand side from 300). Similarly, for woven materials costs, provided the right hand side of the constraints remain between 227,2727 and 187.50 respectively the objective function will remain optimal. This is in line with the findings of [14] that proposed feasible solution from an LP model of Port operations in Nigeria wherein the sensitivity analysis revealed similar trends.

It is pertinent to note that for variables, the reduced cost column reveals that for each variable which is currently zero $x_1$ and $x_2$ an estimate of how much the objective function will change if the variable is to be non zero. This value in the reduced cost column for a variable is often referred to as “the opportunity cost” for that variable. Hence the variable of $x_3$ for TCCB of the objective function needs to change by 2600.00009 resulting to an increase, with respect to the maximization objective of the study. In other words, the profit per unit on the TCCB would need to increase by 2600.00009 before it would be profitable to produce any unit of boat $x_3$. This supports the work of [15].

Furthermore, by varying the coefficient of TCCB ($x_3$) in the objective function, the allowable changes reveals that the coefficient of $x_3$ in the objective function lies between 315,000 + 2600.00009 and 315,000 – 1E + 30 while that of $x_2$ lies between 256,800 + 23600 = 280,400 and 256,800 – 3250.000012 = 262,549.9999. Hence the values of the variables of the linear programming solution will remain unchanged. Similar conclusions could be drawn from the NCPB $x_1$ unit with an allowable increase of 31,000 and allowable decrease of 3250.00001 thus 140,200 – 31,000 and 140,200 – 3250.00001= N109,200 and 136,949.9999 respectively. This is contrary to the works of [16] that proposed a new mathematical model for investigating course stability and maneuvering motions of sailing yachts using a 3D approach.

It is evidenced that when the cost of labour is increased by 100 percent as wages, the solver gave an unchanged objective function of N1,098,000 showing there is no significant relationship between increased cost of labour and the boat building company. This equally supports the works of [15] and [5].

VI. CONCLUSION

The major findings of this study reviewed the application of linear programming techniques in the building of marine boats gave a more practical and efficient approach to optimization of the model towards achieving higher profits and revealed which boat production boatyards should concentrate on. Hence the objectives were achieved as a higher profit margin was got from formally N 712,000 to N1,080,000, an appreciable profit margin of N386,000 representing a 54.3% increase in the profit as evidenced by the objective function in the model. The result further shows a significant reduction in wastage of materials and cost of production. Resin in particular was halved in quantity and model still got an optimal value of N1, 199,454.00 with the production of 3 NCPB and 3 TCPB and none for the TCCB.

Furthermore, sensitivity analysis reveals that a possible increase in workers’ wages has no significant effect on the profit margin of the boatyard [17]. It could be inferred that, though un-utilized capacities abound, but for optimality the overall objective of profit maximization of the organization is achievable. However, it’s of great interest to note also that, organizations should not only crave for profit maximization, but optimality. The implication of this is that, profit should be maximized at the lowest cost possible. Above all, the adjoining coastal communities would benefit from the multiplier effects arising from the operations of the boat yards not only for their economic survival but environmental sustainability. The reduction of wastages would go a long way to reduce liters on the coastal environment. Having met the objectives of this study, the agrarian communities would not only experience a boost in river transportation but as well enjoy employment and wage benefits offered by the boat building firms.
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